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REFERENCES:

Bulet to NY, dated 5/11/64.
Bureau airtel to NY, dated 5/15/64.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

The Bureau is referred to its file 100-411477
concerning NY let to the Bureau, dated 5/29/56. NY file
100-107223, Workers Colony Corporation, aka, IS-C.

On 5/2/56, CSNY 939 advised that the Workers
Colony Corporation was founded in 1926 as a Communist
Party (CP) development but the Communists lost control
in the mid 1930's. He advised that the management has
changed hands several times since. Investigation has
reflected that CP affiliation is not a prerequisite.
ADMINISTRATIVE (Cont'd):

for obtaining an apartment and since all the tenants are
not Communists or sympathizers, a continued documentation
of the housing development was not warranted an has been
discontinued.

With reference to Bufile 105-83193, NY 105-38835,
report of SA THOMAS T. CACAVAS, dated 4/21/60, it is noted
one MARVIN KANTOR is mentioned with no further identification
or relationship with MURRAY BROWN, a neurotic. Investigation
was consequently discontinued and since nothing definite
was developed concerning BROWN, the above facts are not
set forth in this report.

Also, NY file 105-50887 refers to MARVIN KANTOR,
the applicant, as an informant of the NYO and the infor-
mation furnished by him is not pertinent to his investigation.

INFORMANTS:

Confidential informants not further identified
are listed as follows:

NY 367-S
NY 384-S
NY 272-S
NY 2121-S
NY 2009-S
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